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“Speaking Christian: Salvation”
1 Corinthians 1:18-31 January 27, 2019

Someone should write a book examining the impact and 
effectiveness of messages on roadside church signs. Through 
exhaustive (and sometimes exhausting) research, I have 
found that they fall into three categories. There are event 
announcements: “Wednesday Night Supper- 6:00 p.m.” 
Some feature well-worn biblical phrases: “God is Love” or 
“John 3:16.” And, best of all, there are turns of phrase that 
range from thought-provoking to groan-inducing: “Seven 
Days without Prayer Makes One Weak” (Get it?).  Recently, 
I saw one that surprised me. I won’t say which church it was, 
but the sign read, “Apply Here: Advancement Guaranteed.” 

Now, I understand the analogy (I think), and it clearly 
falls into category three, but when I saw it, I immediately 
thought of the Apostle Paul, not an uncommon experience 
for me. I thought of our earliest ancestors in the faith. I 
thought of Paul’s letter to the Christians living in Corinth.

The church was in trouble. Paul had founded it several 
years earlier, preached for a time, and then moved on to 
spread the gospel throughout the Roman Empire. The 
letter before us this morning came from Paul’s pen when 
he learned what had happened to the community after 
he left. There was division. There were factions. I imagine 
there were intense disagreements over what the church sign 
should say. Should it say, “Corinth Presbyterian Church, 
the most intelligent congregation in town?” How about, 
“Where the power people pray?” Or perhaps, “A who’s who 
of Corinthian nobility?” Perhaps most significantly, whose 
name should appear on the sign? Some wanted to engrave 
Paul’s name as the church’s founder. Others Apollos, the 
silver-tongued preacher. Still others Peter, the rock on 
which the Christian movement was built.

So, Paul writes a letter to the church demanding a 
renewed focus and unity, and he wastes no time in getting 
to the point— here’s what the church sign should read, 
are you ready? “We proclaim Christ crucified. Only fools 
will feel at home here.” He insists that the only appropriate 
symbol is that of the cross. In the midst of debates over who 
was most important, noble, and wise, Paul reminds the 

Corinthian Christians what is the heart of the matter. We 
worship a crucified savior. In the eyes of the surrounding 
world, it is sheer madness. We boast in the presence of God 
on a cross. We profess that salvation is not earned by effort 
but received as a gift. 

Salvation. It’s another of those ancient Christian words 
that needs a fresh coat of paint, its original gloss worn down 
by self-righteous triumphalism countering embarrassment 
and shame. Chipped away by an emphasis on individualistic 
misinterpretations of a communal truth. What might it 
mean for we 21st century Christians to talk of salvation, 
surrounded as we are by a culture of achievement and 
advancement, of individualism and self-centeredness? 
What might it mean for us to be saved?

This struggle is not new; in fact, it is as old as the church in 
Corinth. It did not take long after the death and resurrection 
of Christ for his followers to begin to find ways to smooth 
over the tragic event of the crucifixion. Some claimed that 
only the human portion of Jesus died on the cross, while 
the divine portion suffered no pain. Others, ignoring the 
Apostle Paul’s insistence that they proclaim Christ crucified, 
suggested that the resurrection had negated the events 
on Calvary. Embarrassed, some early Christians tried to 
bury the cross. Others created a definition of salvation 
that included themselves and left others on the outside, 
promoting one aspect of belief or practice over another, 
condemning anyone who diverged from their prescribed 
boundaries of orthodoxy.

In our time the same attempts at denial and sanctimonious 
superiority exist. Some deny the centrality of the cross or 
remove the symbol altogether. Others claim an exclusive 
right to salvation and cast judgment on everyone else, 
forgetting that the foolishness of the cross overwhelms 
human wisdom and power. All of us tend to minimize 
Ash Wednesday and Good Friday, but plan big for Easter 
Sunday. We, like the Corinthians, still find it difficult to 
believe that the resurrected Christ is the same suffering 
servant of whom Isaiah prophesied—he was despised and 
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rejected by others, a man of suffering. We held him of no 
account. We want the lilies and the palms without the ashes 
and the nails. We want a success story.  With our spiritual 
ancestors, we resist the notion that the cross is the definition 
of what it means to follow Jesus.  It must be something else. 

But the Apostle is insistent; though the message of the cross 
might seem foolishness in a culture of success, in here it is the 
power of God. When we are speaking Christian, salvation 
belongs not to the powerful or the wise or the prestigious, 
but to those who proclaim Christ crucified. In other words, 
our salvation depends not on the effort or strength that we 
contribute, but on the God who risked it all on our behalf. 
Salvation is the act of God, demonstrated most vividly in the 
suffering and sacrifice endured by God’s Son.

Paul knows that only those who follow Jesus to the cross 
will recognize who he is.  If we stop before Calvary, we 
misunderstand Jesus.  We will mistake him for just another 
miracle worker, or another exorcist, or a wise and compelling 
teacher.  If the Corinthians proclaim Jesus the Messiah 
without the cross, they will proclaim a false messiah, for 
Jesus’ true identity can be known only at the cross. Where 
God’s foolishness prevails over human wisdom. And, 
in human weakness, God’s strength is revealed. It is such 
foolishness, this message we proclaim. Just words and stories 
and images and experiences. Such foolishness. But, Paul is 
exceedingly clear, this message, these words and stories, are 
the power of God for salvation to all who trust, to all who 
have faith. 

Paul says that God has chosen the path of weakness and 
foolishness so that no one might boast. That is, the cross 
stands as a constant reminder that God is God and we 
are not. We would not have done it this way.  Strength in 
weakness, gaining by losing, the power of the cross – that 
still seems foolish to those devoted to finishing first, those 
who thrive on power as prominence.

But remember the story that is at the heart of our faith—
we celebrated it just five weeks ago. The Transcendent One 
has moved into our vulnerability, our guilt, our alienation, 
our suffering, and our death.  God has claimed our weakness 
as a resource for divine power. God has claimed our wounds 
as a means of healing.

The Bible bears witness to a God who hears the cries of the 
poor and defends the orphans, widows, and aliens. The God 
of scripture suffers with and alongside human creatures. 
God comes among us as a helpless, vulnerable baby born 

among the homeless, lives on the margins, associates with 
the outcasts and compares the kingdom to receiving a little 
child.  Jesus is then executed as a criminal and buried in a 
borrowed tomb.

This is the story that we Christians tell when we speak 
of salvation. Not hail the conquering hero but what 
wondrous love is this. We tell of a story not of the love of 
power but of the power of love. As a community of faith 
gathered together by redeeming grace, we do not preach 
ourselves. We proclaim Christ crucified. We do not seek 
advancement. We seek faithfulness to the one who gives our 
life meaning, whose sacrificial love sets the model for our 
own, whose death brings life, whose power is made perfect 
in our weakness, whose grace cannot be earned or hoarded 
or dispensed by us, but need only be received with gratitude 
and joy. Our salvation is a call to faithfulness, not a merit 
badge of superiority. It is a beginning, not a conclusion. It is 
rooted in a story, not a set of abstract propositions.

Just before bedtime, the young child turns to her 
grandfather, “Tell me a story.” “What kind of story would 
you like to hear,” he asks. “One with me in it.” The story of 
salvation is your story, and it is mine. For us and for our 
salvation, Christ was crucified.

As Paul penned this letter to the Corinthian church, he 
was worried about the impact of division. I wonder what 
would Paul make of the church culture we inhabit, in which 
more than 34,000 different Christian denominations exist, 
and more are created each year by the tearing apart of older 
denominations? I think his words to the church in Corinth 
would be his words to the church of the 21st Century. Be 
united, of the same mind and purpose. It sounds simple. But 
how? There is such great diversity of practice, theology, and 
composition in the modern Church. What could possibly 
unite this array of different viewpoints and people? 

Paul’s answer is deceptively and profoundly simple. The 
glue that holds the Christian church together, then as now, 
is the cross. Paul reminds the divided church that their 
unity in Christ far outweighs any disagreement that might 
surface. Here, in the shadow of the cross, all of us stand on 
level ground. Here, we proclaim Christ crucified, the power 
and wisdom of God and the gift of grace given to all the 
world. Thanks be to God. Amen.


